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CHELMSFORD DOUBLE GLAZING
REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENTS
WE FREQUENTLY CARRY OUT WINDOW AND DOOR
INSTALLATIONS AND REPAIRS IN CHELMSFORD
AND THE SURROUNDING AREAS

BEFORE

WINDOWS

|

DOORS

|

INSTALLATION

|

REPAIRS

“Your Friend in the Trade”

AFTER
AFTER

Proudly Providing the Complete Service
FAMILY-RUN BUSINESS SERVING THE LOCAL COMMUNITY FOR OVER 25 YEARS
SUPPLY, REPAIR & REPLACEMENT

DOUBLE GLAZING | TRIPLE GLAZING | UPVC | ALUMINIUM WINDOWS | HARD WOOD WINDOWS
FRENCH & PATIO DOORS | PORCHES & CONSERVATORIES | BI-FOLD DOORS

REPAIR SERVICES AVAILABLE 8AM - 8PM

AFTER

CAT FLAPS | KNOCKERS | LETTER BOXES | SPYHOLES | CYLINDERS | HANDLES
HINGES & LOCKS FOR WINDOWS & DOORS | TRICKLE VENTS | SEALED GLASS UNITS
LEADED & GEORGIAN GLASS | CONSERVATORY ROOF REPAIRS | PANELS

EVERYTHING WE DO IS FULLY GUARANTEED & WE PRIDE OURSELVES
IN OUR ABSOLUTE ATTENTION TO CUSTOMER CARE

CONTACT US TODAY FOR YOUR FREE OF CHARGE, NO OBLIGATION QUOTE

01245 527073
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www.thewindowmanessex.net

@thewindowmanessex
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Vision Magazine Essex
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At the time of print all content in Vision was relevant and up to date
according to COVID-19 government guidelines

Editor’s
notes...
Hello and welcome to
this month’s edition of
Vision ChelmsfordBeaulieu.
There’s a strange
contrast many people
feel between the thrill
of climbing the property
ladder and simpler
r
to
en, Edi
Nik All
times when a family
or relationship starts to grow. We are
experiencing those emotions at the moment,
having recently found a new home, and I admit
it’s a mixture of excitement and sadness.
It may just be bricks and mortar, but our old
house represents a time in which we got married,
had both our beautiful children and shared some
happy memories.
On the financial side, it makes sense to move
now. Many are keen to capitalise on the current
stamp duty holiday, and lingering uncertainty over
coronavirus actually makes the housing market
more attractive.
I have moved around a fair bit in my life - I
must be well into double figures. Whereas before, the
lure was nightlife and shops, since first becoming a
dad nearly two years ago I now find myself scouring
Ofsted ratings and crime figures.
I cannot wait to move - I believe you always need
to be striving for more in life and in business. And
remember, the one thing you are in control of is
your attitude - as American author Napoleon Hill
said, “Your attitude towards problems, difficulties
and adversities is the most important factor in
overcoming them.”
Nik

DOWN: 1. DIPS, 2. INTONE, 3. KNOWLEDGE, 4. ROMANS, 6. NATION, 7. PEDESTAL, 11. THEREUPON,
12. SPACEMAN, 13. SNARES, 14. NESTLE, 15. HAPPEN, 17. LESS
ACROSS: 1. DRINKERS, 5. SNIP, 8. PATIO, 9. MERITED, 10. NOTIONS, 12. SKEWERS, 14. NARWHAL,
16. CONVENE, 18. MORDANT, 19. PUPAE, 20. NOSY, 21. MEANING
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PROMENADE
DRY CLEANING

FULL DRY CLEANING SERVICE

SUITS : SHIRTS : COATS & JACKETS : DUVETS & CURTAINS
SUEDE : SHEEPSKIN & LEATHER

REPAIRS & FULL
ALTERATION SERVICE

IRONING SERVICE

FR
COLLE E E
CTION
&

Call 01245 257700

FR EE
DELIVE
RY

8 Torquay Road, Springfield, Chelmsford, CM1 6NF

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

25% OFF ALL DUVETS
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HOW ADMIRAL LORD NELSON MADE THE
ULTIMATE SACRIFICE FOR HIS COUNTRY

H

e is a revered icon from a bygone era, where the forces of continents
went head-to-head in battle.
In October 1805 no force was greater than the British, though a
fearful fleet of French and Spanish combined enemies, spotted off Cape
Trafalgar, between Cádiz and the Strait of Gibraltar, threatened that
reputation.
Led by Napoleon Bonaparte, the French had already exerted their authority
on the European mainland, and further moves to creep north came in the
form of 33 battleships.
Nelson was outnumbered, but by dividing his 27 vessels he was able to
position the fleet perfectly so that the enemy front could be sunk. And sunk
it was – 19 enemy ships plummeted to the murky depths, with every one
of Nelson’s staying afloat.
Even before the Battle of Trafalgar, Admiral Lord Nelson had long been
regarded a great leader of men and an expert tactician. He had bravery
and fortitude and was shown to shoulder the burden of battle himself.
Indeed, as the British forces sprang into life to repel the threat, in a famous
battle cry he stepped to the edge of his ship, Victory, and declared,
“England expects that every man will do his duty,” and they did.
It is imagined that simply looking at Nelson would have summoned in
any seafarer the will to battle for the preservation of the nation. At 47 years
old, he had already lost the sight in his right eye at the Siege of Calvi, in
1793, in which his fleet captured Corsica. Then, four years later, doctors
were unable to save his right arm after he came under attack at the failed
Battle of Santa Cruz de Tenerife.
And yet, duty continued. Hardened and seemingly unfearing of death,
at Trafalgar the leader was, ultimately, the truest exemplar of his word.
On the afternoon of October 21, at 4.30pm, Nelson succumbed to the
targeted enemy fire that rained in around his own ship, and was killed. As
a leader of men he led the ultimate sacrifice – his own life.
The Battle of Trafalgar lasted only for a further 30 minutes, though its
imminent conclusion was reported to Nelson as he lay on his deathbed.
The Admiral, holding on to the last few embers of life, uttered the
immortal words, “Now I am satisfied. Thank God I have done my duty.”
So great was the shock at the loss of such an imperious leader that,
in the time that passed, many have come to consider Nelson’s death as
the central point of the Battle of Trafalgar. While 1,500 of his British allies
also lost their lives, his passing is always ubiquitous with the battle and
the greater Napoleonic wars which it symbolises.
In reality, Nelson’s sacrifice enabled the British to fend off the
combined forces of the French and Spanish, preserving our reputation
as the best and most powerful seafaring force in the world for the next
100 years, while, of course, ensuring Napoleon steered clear of the
British mainland.
Nelson had a glorious funeral procession at St Paul’s Cathedral in
London, with Nelson’s Column erected in his memory in the newly
named Trafalgar Square. In 2020, Trafalgar Day, October 21, sees his
historical efforts live on very much in the present.
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Nelson’s

LAST BATTLE
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agenda
neutral
mankind humankind
chairman chair
congressman legislator
businessman representative
policeman police officer
landlord owner
boyfriend/girlfriend partner
salesman salesperson
manpower workforce
maiden name family name
husband/wife spouse
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fireman firefighter

TAKING A TOKE OF ‘WOKE’ AND
WHY POLITICAL CORRECTNESS
MAY HAVE GONE TOO FAR…
AGAIN

I

t’s common knowledge in life that when
making efforts to please everyone, it
becomes very easy to, in actual fact,
please no one; and it seems the United
Nations’ (UN) efforts to broach gender
neutrality, social differentiation and race
relations have done just that.
When, in the middle of May, the UN
released a set of guidelines designed to
help people address others in modern, allencompassing ways that wouldn’t offend,
it seems they succeed only in… offending
people.
As examples, their recommendation
was to hide away the supposed evils
of capitalism and sexism by referring
to businessmen as representatives.
Mankind, meanwhile, should be termed
humankind, while the cult of the evil of
‘maiden names’ was to be extinguished
by labelling them ‘family names’.
For all the good intentions of those
who oversee peaceful and respectful
action in our society, critics believe these
sorts of moves tend to pander mostly to
the whims of the minority. What’s more,
in forcing people to divert away from
sensible, rational, everyday terms, the
result is the creation of a splintering of and
bitterness between groups – something
that wasn’t present in the first place.
The US Twitter storm around apparent
offence at the term ‘female’ – the
inference being it should be ‘woman’ or
‘girl’, because ‘female’ is apparently used
in a derogatory fashion – blew itself out a
few days later when the very same ‘woke’
authorities suggested ‘woman’ was no
longer appropriate owing to the inference
it categorised the fairer sex as the ‘woe
of man’.
Clearly, we have gone too far. The hope
is that Twitter, the virus that has caused
this political correctness storm, is also the
antidote, because there is a concerted
uprising of those who just want to get on
with their daily lives without constantly
checking over their shoulders… But for
goodness sake, don’t tell the UN.
Written by James Evans
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DO YOU NEED AN ELECTRICIAN?

Brush
up on DIY

HOME & DIY

WE ARE YOUR LOCAL AND
RELIABLE PROPERTY EXPERTS

V

B

e honest. When you purchase a paintbrush from your local
supermarket or DIY store, do you actually have any idea how to
choose the right one for your particular project?
Don’t worry, you are not alone. Fortunately, we are here to show
you how, plus how to care for your brushes so that they last for the
duration.
Choose the right bristle
Paintbrushes are available in two different bristle types: synthetic
bristles, or natural bristles that are made from animal hair. If you are
using paint that can be cleaned off with water, you should choose a
brush with synthetic bristles. However, if you are using an oil-based
paint or varnish, a natural bristle brush is better.
Choose the right size
This may seem obvious, but if you are painting a small area such as
a skirting board, then you should choose a smaller brush for more
precise control. If you are painting a wall, you will most likely be using
a brush for cutting in and should opt for a 2–3-inch brush; any bigger
and you will struggle.

Domestic & Commercial | Electrical Installations | CCTV & Security
Fault Finding | Outdoor Power & Lighting | EICR Landlord Compliance

PST G RO U P
Fully insured and highly recommended

CONTACT US TODAY

01245 527 079

Choose the right shape
If you look at paintbrushes closely, you will notice that the bristles are
either cut at an angle or they have square ends. As a general rule,
angled-tip brushes are best for painting trim or cutting in, and square
ends are ideal for wider, flatter surfaces.
How to clean your paintbrush
> WATER-BASED PAINT
Scrape off any excess paint | Wash the brush in soapy water | Rinse
the bristles in clean, cold water | Wrap the brush in heavy paper and
fasten loosely with string
> SOLVENT-BASED PAINT
Wipe the brush clean of excess paint or gloss | Swirl the brush in a jar
of white spirit | Leave to soak for 2 hours or longer | Wipe the brush
clean with newspaper

www.pst-group.co.uk
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Your perfect bespoke door

THE FLAT ROOFING
SPECIALIST

designed, supplied &
fitted from £850

id you know that an estimated 14.2 million people enjoy CocaCola in the UK? Offering an irresistible combination of sugar and
caffeine, it’s not hard to see why this carbonated soft drink is
one of our favourite brands. But flavour and effect aside, it also has
several other handy uses in your home.

1. Clean your toilet

If you have any stubborn stains in your toilet that you just
can’t shift, simply pour in some Coca-Cola, leave to sit for one hour
and wait for the fizzy drink to work its magic. When you return you
will find that the phosphoric acid has dissolved the stains, leaving
you with a gleaming toilet

2. Loosen rust

Whether you have some rusty bolts in your home or your tools have
seen better days, Coca-Cola can bring them back to their original
glory. Simply submerge in a small of bowl of Coke, leave for 24
hours and scrub with a non-metal pad.

3. De-ice your windscreen

Is there anything more frustrating than having to wait for the ice to
melt off your windscreen on a winter’s morning? Fortunately, you will
no longer have to. Just pour a can of Coke over the affected area
and immediately the ice will turn to slush.

4. Clean your windows

Do you yearn for streak-free windows? Coca-Cola contains citric
acid, meaning that it is a great alternative to lemon-based cleaning
products. All you need to do is pour the fizzy beverage into a spray
bottle and then get wiping.

5. Remove milk stains

Milk can be a nightmare to get out of clothing, but thankfully, by
saturating the item in Coca-Cola for five minutes before washing it, you
will find the stain lifts easily.

Set of Ali bi-fold doors
supplied & fitted for
only £900 per leaf

HOME IMPROVEMENTS LTD

3 LAYER FELT n MASTIC ASPHALT
FIBREGLASS ROOFING (GRP)
n LIQUID COATINGS
n SINGLE PLY/RUBBER ROOFING

n

n

Tel: 01277 260204 n M: 07739 207726
email: rjevansroofing@sky.com
www: rjevansroofing.co.uk

For Windows – Doors – Bi-Folds – Garage Doors
in a huge range of styles, colours & designs

Call 01268 962527 / 07708940527
Visit dmdhomeimprovements.com

Our Estimates are
Our Estimates are FREE, Our Advice is FREE...
MUST BE are
WORTH
A Our
CALL!
Advice
is
OurITEstimates
FREE,
Advice is FREE... FREE,
IT MUST Our
BE WORTH
A CALL!
FREE...
IT
MUST
BE
SHOWROOM: 1731 London Road,
WORTH A CALL!
Leigh-on-Sea,
SS9
2SW
Our
Estimates are FREE,Essex
Our Advice
is FREE...
IT MUST BE WORTH A CALL!
Our
Estimates
FREE,
Our
isisITFREE...
ITITWORTH
MUST
WORTH
OurEstimates
Estimates
are
FREE,
OurAdvice
Advice
FREE...
MUSTABE
BE
WORTHAACALL!
CALL!
Our
areare
FREE,
Our Advice
is FREE...
MUST BE
CALL!
Norvik
Dean
Stoves
5kw output (Package 1)
DEFRA Approved

£999 +VAT FITTED

Dartmoor Baker 5
5kw multifuel or
woodburner only
(Package 15) matt black

£2399 +VAT
FITTED

8 colour options available
for colour £2499 plus VAT
(Package 16)

We believe in value for
money, we can supply
and ﬁt any make and
any model of stove at
prices that make our
competitors complain...
and yes, they have!
OPENING TIMES:
Monday to Saturday
9.15am - 5pm
Sunday 10am - 3pm

THESE PRICES INCLUDE: ﬂue pipe, closure plate, liner, caps, clamps, plates etc.,
and ﬁtting by a HETAS Registered Engineer.
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Newsdesk (01702) 477666/474455

Essex’s
Leading
Blind,
Essex's
Leading
Essex's
Leading
Awning
& Interior
Blind, Awning
& Interior
Blind,
Awning
&
Interior
Shutter
Specialists
Shutter
Specialists for
Specialists
forADVERTISING
100
Years
100
Years
56 TIMES Shutter
SERIESfor
March 1,over
2016over

THE

GRAB

Newsdesk (01702) 477666/474455

ADVERTISING

56 TIMES SERIES March 1, 2016

Newsdesk (01702) 477666/474455

over 100 Years

Essex's LeadingSouthend 01702 915581
Call us&today
on 0124501702
830087915581
or 01702 467581
Blind, Awning
Interior
Southend

Shutter Specialists for
over 100 Years
• All types of Interior Window Blinds
• Factory Showroom with Free Parking
• Custom-Made
• Large Luxaflex Inspiration
Display
Southend
01702
915581Window Shutters
• Weinor Patio Awning Showroom
• Conservatory Blinds
• Made-to-Measure Curtains & Accessories • Home & Commercial

As a local company
weShowroom
offer a wide
choice
of Blinds,
Curtains
Patio
• AllShutters,
types of Interior
Window&Blinds
• Factory
with Free
Parking
Awnings, with competitive
all Display
year, plus FREE
no obligation
quotations.
• Large Luxaflexprices
Inspiration
• Custom-Made
Window
Shutters

WHO SAID NOSTALGIA WAS DEAD? NOT THE MILLENNIALS, THAT’S FOR SURE

I

Photo credit: livingetc.com
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f there’s one thing we should know by now about interior design, it’s that nothing is ever off
limits, and that certainly applies to the mixing of styles, trends and ideas.
Across styles such as Japandi and mid-century modern, interiors take the best from
supposedly contrasting looks to produce colour and texture, while stimulating the mind.
Millennials have been unfairly labelled as adopting only modern,
run-of-the-mill design, yet the grandmillennial look turns that
concept on its head, with modern, contemporary elements
enriched with chintz, crochery, ornate patterns and antique
furniture you’d expect to see at your grandparents’ house…
hence the name.
The idea is that we take up-to-date walls, floors, furniture and
fabrics and drop in elements that scream sentimentality, respect
the tastes of our elders and take us back to times of simpler
design.
Unit
To pull off this look, think about ornate lampshades, consider
select pieces of antique furniture and even throw in a Toby Jug.
Perhaps even lay out a doily or two, if you dare.
There are no rules, no exceptions, and only the power of your imagination can
hold you back when it comes to pulling off the look.
Embrace worn-out upholstery, floral prints, draped covers and a splash of
patterned wallpaper.
And try to tell a story in what you do – of people, places, eras and fashions. Heck,
even pop in for a cup of tea with a local octogenarian in the hope of inspiration.
There is perhaps one warning, though – don’t go overboard. The idea is to retain
a modern feel while patterning your living space with a sensible number of wellselected additions. Go too far and your front room, bedroom or hallway may look
like something out of a 1950s episode of Coronation Street, and nobody wants that.
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• Weinor Patio Awning Showroom
• Conservatory Blinds
• All
types of Interior Window Blinds
• Factory
Showroom with Free Parking
Factory
Showroom Curtains
with Free
Parking
• Made-to-Measure
& Accessories
• Home & Commercial
• Large Luxaflex Inspiration Display
• Custom-Made Window Shutters
l Large
Inspiration
Display
As Luxaflex
aPatio
localAwning
company
we offer
a wide choice• of
Blinds, Shutters,
Curtains & Patio
• Weinor
Showroom
Conservatory
Blinds
Awnings,
with
competitive prices all year, plus FREE no obligation quotations.
l
Patio
Awning
Showroom
• Made-to-Measure Curtains & Accessories • Home & Commercial
l

• All types of Interior Window Blinds
• Factory
Showroom with Free Parking
l All types of Interior Window Blinds
As
a
local
company
we
offer
a
wide
choice
of Blinds, Window
Shutters,
Curtains & Patio
• Large Luxaflex Inspiration Display
• Custom-Made
Shutters
lAwnings,
Custom-Made
Window Shutters
with
competitive
prices
all
year,
plus
FREE
no
obligation
quotations.
• Weinor Patio Awning Showroom
• Conservatory Blinds
l Motorised Internal Blinds
• Made-to-Measure Curtains & Accessories • Home & Commercial
Garage Doors
AslaRoller
local company
we offer a wide choice of Blinds, Shutters, Curtains & Patio
l
Home
&
Commercial
Awnings, with competitive prices all year, plus FREE no obligation quotations.

www.worthblinds.com

sales@worthblinds.com

As a local company we offer a

13 Parkside Centre, Potters Way, Temple Farm Industrial
Southend
SS2 5SJ
wide Est,
choice
of Blinds, Shutters,
www.worthblinds.com

sales@worthblinds.com

Awnings
& Roller Garage
Unit 13 Parkside Centre, Potters Way, Temple FarmPatio
Industrial
Est, Southend
SS2 5SJ
Doors & with competitive
prices all year plus

www.worthblinds.com

sales@worthblinds.com
FREE NO OBLIGATION

Unit 13 Parkside Centre, Potters Way, Temple Farm Industrial
Est, Southend SS2 5SJ
QUOTATIONS

www.worthblinds.com

sales@worthblinds.com

www.worthblinds.com
sales@worthblinds.com
Unit 13 Parkside
Centre, Potters Way, Temple Farm
Industrial Est, Southend SS2 5SJ
Unit 13 Parkside Centre, Potters Way, Temple Farm Industrial Est, Southend SS2 5SJ
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hether you are planning to take advantage of
the Green Homes Grant Scheme announced
in July or not, it can be a good idea to
look into ways in which you can improve the energy
efficiency of your home, both for the environment and
for your bank balance.

What is the Green Homes Grant Scheme?

The aim of this scheme is to enable homeowners and
landlords to upgrade their homes or properties with
energy-saving features. You can apply online from
September for vouchers worth up to two-thirds of the
total cost, although those with low incomes will be
eligible for 100 per cent funding.

HOME & DIY

How to make your home more efficient and save on your monthly bills
Solid wall insulation

If your home was built before 1920, it might have
solid walls, rather than cavity walls, which are highly
unlikely to be insulated. You can choose to have either
internal or external insulation completed, with the
latter helping to warm colder rooms in your home and
alleviate damp.
Savings per year = £225*

LED and CFL lights

Lighting accounts for roughly 15 per cent of an
average household’s electricity bill, so making the
decision to install energy-efficient bulbs can save you
a decent amount of money.
Savings per year = £100

Triple glazing

Most homes in the UK are now
double glazed, but if you want to
save even more money on your
energy bills, you may want to
consider investing in triple
glazing, which has the added
benefit of noise reduction.
Savings per year = £105*

Install a water
meter

146 Hutton Road, Shenfield, Essex CM15 8NL
T. 01277 201141 E. info@spiritofshenfield.co.uk
www.spiritofshenfield.co.uk
spiritofshenfield
@spiritofshenfield
V16
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If you find your water
bill creeps up every
year, you may want to
think about installing
a water meter, as
this will encourage all
members of your family to
reduce their water usage.
Savings per year = £55*
*based on an average semi-detached house
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...so you don’t have to!
Call us today to have your cooking
appliances sparkling, using our own
eco friendly products.
Our oven cleaning experts will
leave you free to enjoy your
valuable leisure time.

�.

ve

.

"

' · · � oven valeting service
Local I National I Affordable

01245 570 005

Call TODAY��.QQ.:!
for
LOCAL Service

w w w. o v e n u . c o . u k
f8�f�:�r:;
0800
140
9800
www.ovenu.co.uk
Ovenu Chelmsford

IJ Ovenu Dorking
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Ovenu Crawley

spider-proof
your home

W

hether you suffer with arachnophobia or
you simply don’t like the thought of lots
of hairy eight-legged creatures scuttling
around your home, you should aim to both repel and
remove spiders as humanely as possible.
Make a natural spider-repellent spray
There are several herbs and essential oils that
are said to ward off spiders, including lavender,
citrus and cinnamon. However, the aromas that
spiders hate the most are eucalyptus, tea tree
and peppermint. Fill a bottle with five drops of
your preferred oil, add a shot of dish soap
and top up with water. Spray around
your windows, doors and any dark corners
where spiders may be lurking.
Use a spider catcher
Although you can, of course, use the tried and tested
glass-and-piece-of-card technique, there are other
humane ways in which you can safely catch and
release spiders from your home. A vacuum spider

V
HOME & DIY

We C l e a n O v e n s

How to

catcher is simple to use and traps any spiders safely
in a long tube. Alternatively, you could try a window
catcher, which is great for reaching spiders in tricky
corners or on the ceiling.
Clean regularly
Spiders do not like to be disturbed,
so the best way to encourage them to
vacate the premises is to clean and tidy
up as often as possible. Although they
are not attracted to food, they are to dead
insects, so remove these quickly, as well as
any old spider webs or egg sacs.
Block any cracks
Spiders love to build their webs in any nooks and
crannies that they can find in your home, so it’s a
good idea to block holes and cracks in your walls.
Myth: Conkers keep out spiders. In fact, you would
need to fill your whole home with these nuts to make
any difference!

Your local supplier & Installer of Wood Burning,
Gas & Electric Fires and Stoves
www.simplystovesuk.com
01621 772221
info@simplystovesuk.com
V18
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WINDOW
CLEANING
SERVICES

Radiate

SOPHISTICATION...
...with these DIY radiator covers

Commercial & Domestic

SOFFITS, FASCIA & GUTTER CLEANING
DRIVEWAYS & PATIOS PRESSURE WASHED
CARPET CLEANING

www.c21services.co.uk

01245 474 785

Waterhouse Business Centre, Cromar Way, Chelmsford CM1 2QE

Cane is the ideal material for building a radiator cover
as it will effectively hide your radiator while at the same
time allowing heat to easily pass through its fibres.
You can find cane webbing in sheets or rolls, either of
V20

You can purchase an IKEA slat bed base for as
little as £20 and repurpose it to create a stylish and
multifunctional radiator cover.
Top tip: Use the additional table surface as a pop-up
bar and you’ll never have to go to the pub again.
Photo credit: Lantiv via thesprice.com, rhythmofthehome.com,
erikestenbaum.com, projectophile.hiles.wordpress.com
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Our complete tiled roof systems can be designed for
retro fitting onto your existing conservatory, or we can
build you a new bespoke conservatory with a tiled roof

Tiled Conservatory
Roof Specialists

▲

▲

▲

▲

Tiled Warm Roofs are:
Warm in winter months
Cool on sunny days
Secure
Sound proof
Glare resistant

▲

THE ‘IKEA SLAT BED BASE’ RADIATOR COVER

WITH A TILED WARM CONSERVATORY ROOF

ES

THE ‘CLEVER CANE’ RADIATOR COVER

If you are lacking seating options in your home, then
this multipurpose radiator cover can help you. All you
need are 15–20 vertical hardwood slats to create an
L-shaped radiator cover that doubles up as a bench.
Top tip: Add a few pillows across the top for added
comfort.

AR

If you are looking for a raw style that will cost you
virtually nothing, then this is the DIY radiator cover
for you. The wide slats allow for maximum heat
transmission, and you can choose to paint your pallet
or simply leave it in all its rustic glory.
Top tip: Be sure to thoroughly remove any spills to
avoid unpleasant smells when your radiator heats up.

THE ‘SPACE-SAVING SEAT’ RADIATOR COVER

L
AR TI
YE E ON
25 NTE
A

THE ‘PERFECT PALLET’ RADIATOR COVER

which can be simply stretched across the front of your
radiator cover frame.
Top tip: Soak the cane in water first to make it softer
and more malleable.

GU

U

ndoubtedly, radiators serve a purpose in
your home, but why do they have to be such
unattractive space wasters?
Thankfully, a well-placed radiator cover can work
wonders for hiding your heater without withholding the
warmth.

CREATE YOUR DREAM ALL
YEAR ROUND LIVING SPACE

GET IN TOUCH FOR YOUR FREE QUOTE
Call 01245 527 087 or visit
www.anigmarsolutions.co.uk
info@anigmarsolutions.co.uk

Unit 2 Imperial Park, Rawreth Lane, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 9RS
ViSIOn ChelmsfordBeaulieu edition3 | to advertise call 01245 527071
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Carpet & Flooring Specialists

u
u

Carpet

Vinyl

u

u

Luxury Vinyl Tiles
Karndean

u

Laminate

Wood

Contact us today

01245 763245 u 07843 493821

www.fishpoolflooring.co.uk
info@fishpoolflooring.co.uk

Leading the Way with
Superior Quality Flooring
Installation in Essex

PANE
IN THE

GLASS

WINDOW CLEANING
GUTTER CLEANING
CARPET CLEANING
POWER WASHING

CONSERVATORIES • OFFICES • FASCIAS • SOFFITS
25 YRS EXPERIENCE • FULLY INSURANCED

Tel: 01245 527 084 • Email: danreilly1@live.com
V22
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Photo credit: Saheli Events/
i-Maani Photography
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LOCAL NEWS

LOCAL NEWS
from your neighbourhood

V

City welcomes 250
guests to drive-in wedding
A

creative bride and groom found a way to still
have a COVID-19 compliant Hindu wedding – by
staging a full-service drive-in for more than 200 guests
at a venue in Chelmsford.
Roma Popat and Vinal Patel, from London, were
originally due to get married in April, but when
lockdown disrupted their plans, they suggested their
tongue-in-cheek idea to their wedding coordinator,
Saheli Mirpuri from Saheli Events who oversaw and
organised the celebrations.
What began as a joke, soon became a reality and
last month, Roma and Vinal were married in front
of a small gathering of their immediate family at
Braxted Park, Chelmsford. As they said their vows,
in an adjacent field to the venue, more than 100

cars containing friends and family were parked up,
watching the ceremony unfold on a big screen.
On arrival at the drive-in wedding, guests in cars
were given welcome hampers containing antibacterial hand gel and asked to stay in their vehicles
throughout. They were also able to order food from
their respective seats which was delivered directly to
them by waiter service.
After the intimate ceremony inside had been
completed, the bride and groom then travelled around
the field on the same golf buggy, waving to their
friends and families inside their cars.
The couple were also able to watch a specially filmed
tribute for them on the drive-in screen made by guests
unable to travel to be with them on the day.
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Primary pupils take part
in skipping festival

LOCAL NEWS

M

ore than 6,000 primary school pupils across 23
different schools in Chelmsford took part in ‘Skip
Hop Hurray’, a skipping festival to celebrate National
Fitness Day last month.
The initiative by Chelmsford School Sport
Partnership (CSSP), in partnership with Active Essex,
is supported by Beaulieu, Chelmsford’s new district
being developed by Countryside and L&Q.
Now pupils have returned to school, CSSP has
created a multi-school skipping festival – ‘Skip Hop
Hurray’ – with the aim of bringing accessible and safe
sports back to children’s daily lives.
Sara Robson of CSSP said: “We know that children
have missed out on doing sport together and all the
benefits it brings to healthy minds and bodies. In
Chelmsford, together with Active Essex, we wanted
children to experience a large-scale sports festival
within their schools soon after returning from their
extended summer holidays.
“The teachers in Chelmsford were keen to take up
the challenge of the Skip Hop Hurray day and have
been teaching the children skipping routines as part
of their 60 minutes daily activity. The children have
enjoyed learning new jumps, getting fitter and simply
playing outside with their friends.
“We hope the children will continue to have skipping
as part of their daily routine, and music and fun is what
you saw and heard on the fields and playgrounds of
our Chelmsford schools. We are grateful, as ever, to
our long-term sponsors Beaulieu for the support in
delivering the Skip Hop Hurray day for the community.”

£10.2million of funding to Essex County Council which
forward funded the school that opened in 2018.
Other projects to benefit from the funding will
include affordable housing initiatives, including the
infrastructure at Chelmer Waterside to maximise
housing delivery; 28 projects for improvements and
investments across the city’s parks, green spaces and
strategic sports facilities; the pedestrianisation of Tindal
Square and a range of GP surgery improvements.
Councillor Mike Mackrory, cabinet member for
sustainable development, explained: “The money will
be spent on a number of projects which will benefit
many of Chelmsford’s communities.
“It ensures that development in the city creates
positive investments which can be enjoyed and used
by the people who live and work in the area.”
The £10.2million agreed now is part of a sum of
more than £21million spent on a range of infrastructure
improvements over the last few years, delivered by the
City Council and other partners.

Two die after village shooting

T

wo people found with gunshot wounds in a village
near Chelmsford have both died in hospital.
Officers were called to a house in Church Road,
Little Baddow at 8.40am on October 2 where they
found the couple.
The man and the woman, who were both in their
70s, were airlifted to Addenbrooke’s Hospital in
Cambridge where the man died on October 3. The
woman died on October 7.
The drama unfolded near St Mary’s Church and Little
Baddow Chapel in a rural area. It’s also thought that
the Little Baddow Fruit Farm caravan and motorhome
park nearby stopped allowing visitors on the site
following the incident.
Essex Police said they were not looking for anyone
else in connection with the incident. A file will be
prepared for the coroner.

City improvements to be
made under spending plan

B

eaulieu Secondary School is among a wide range
of community projects that will be funded by
Chelmsford City Council.
The authority will be passing £761,000 of
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Come home
to a clean house
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Our professionally trained team of maids
will make your home sparkle with each visit.
We know it’s not a one-size fits all service,
that’s why we work to tailor our cleans to
your individual needs, schedule and budget.

Call us today to arrange your no
obligation in home quote

Emma Brooks
01245 494003
emma.brooks@mollymaid.co.uk
www.mollymaid.co.uk/locations/chelmsford/
See what our customers
have to say at uk.trustpilot.com
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Member of Parliament for Chelmsford

Manufacturing l Installation l Restoration
l West One Wood Flooring and Carpets Ltd is a
specialist in the manufacturing, installation
and restoration of antique reclaimed and new
timber flooring
l We can supply and fit a variety of stunning
timber floors for domestic properties and
commercial projects
l Installation is by a skilled friendly professional
team who offer high quality service and aftercare
l Our flooring is competitively priced with
innovative solutions to suit your needs
l We now offer a more comprehensive range of
flooring including carpets and Karndean.
Stockists of

Call us on

01277 630837
07833 753501
07545 772070

www.westonewoodflooring.co.uk
Unit 3 Blackall Industrial Estate,
Hamberts Road,
South Woodham Ferrers
Essex CM3 5UW
V26
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I

t has been a very busy few weeks for children and
young people with the return to school. Two weeks
into term across the country, more than 99.9 per cent
of schools are open and 92 per cent are open to all
students in all year groups.
Many young people have found that the pandemic
has affected their mental health and well-being. This is
one of the reasons why it is so important to make sure
they can get back to school. We’ve asked all schools
to focus on the well-being of students, and the
government has provided school staff with advice and
training to support this, as well as an £8million project
to make sure all schools can access specialist training
in their local area. I would like to thank Chelmsford
head teachers and many pupils for their thoughtful

LOCAL NEWS

VICKY FORD MP

V

insights and their hard work preparing for the
return to school.
We are all aware that cases of COVID-19
are increasing. Please only go for a COVID
test if you have coronavirus symptoms (high
temperature, new continuous cough or loss of
taste or smell) or if you have been asked to
have one as part of a government programme. The
government is continually rolling out more testing
capacity and I am pressing for more testing capacity
in Chelmsford.
Please remain alert and follow the six-person
rule, wash your hands, cover your face when social
distancing is not possible and keep a distance from
others.

Clarets boss confident of promotion

C

helmsford City boss Robbie Simpson is confident
that his side can challenge for promotion from
the National League South this season.
After a longer pre-season than normal owing to
COVID-19, which saw the Clarets face Dagenham
and Redbridge, Bromley and Bishop’s Stortford,
to name a few, Simpson admitted he was eagerly
anticipating the return of competitive football.
The Clarets started the campaign away at Dartford,
who finished in sixth place last season, before
competitive football returned to Melbourne Stadium
on October 10 as they welcomed Oxford City.
Speaking after the friendly game against Dagenham
and Redbridge, Simpson said: “It was my first preseason as a manager, so it was interesting. I think
the structure and the schedule of the games, given
the time frame, has been spot on.
“We’ve had injuries as you can probably tell, so
we’ve got a number of them out, but that’s football,
and especially with such a long pre-season you’re
always going to pick up a few.
“I’m really excited for the season. We know what
our expectations are and we’ve probably gone
from having one of the top budgets in the league to
around the middle, but from within we are confident
that we can achieve promotion and we’ll definitely
challenge for it.”
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Demolition commences
of former college site

LOCAL NEWS

W

ork has begun to redevelop the former St Peter’s
College site in Chelmsford with the demolition of
the vacant school buildings.
The demolition will allow the site to be cleared as
part of the preparations for a new development,
including approximately 180 new homes and 60
‘independent living’ apartments, two new Special
Educational Needs and Disability (SEND) free schools,
and the necessary infrastructure to support the site
including roads, new public open space and land for a
new community facility.
The development is subject to the agreement of
Chelmsford City Council to a masterplan for the site
and subsequent detailed planning approval.
Following discussions with Chelmsford City Council
planning officers and a recently completed public
consultation, the central two-storey part of the school
is being retained.
Essex Housing, which is leading the development of
housing on site, is progressing a plan to take these
proposals forward. The Department for Education,
which is leading the delivery of the SEND schools,
plans to begin construction next year, with the
residential scheme to follow in late 2021/early 2022.
Councillor Tony Ball, cabinet member for economic
development at Essex County Council, said: “I’m
pleased to announce this important milestone for
our development scheme, which paves the way for
redevelopment of the site.”

The Only Way Is Gin: Essex’s
first gin school to open in city

at the venue.
Nikki said: “The gin experience is for gin lovers,
newcomers and anyone in between. Ideal for
celebrating special events, hen and stag dos,
corporate events and private parties.”
Guests will be welcomed with a The Only Way Is
Gin G&T. During the three-hour experience they learn
about the history of the spirit and take a look at how
gin is produced on site.
They are guided through the process of making their
own unique-recipe gin. Guests leave at the end with
their gin bottles fully labelled.
Go to www.facebook.com/theonlywayisgin to find
out more.

Glazebrook in the goals as
Chelmer start season winning

A

fter a successful pre-season, September saw the
start of Chelmer Wanderers 2020/21 campaign
with the opening game of the season being an away
match with Mayland Village.
Having moved away from their traditional red colours
and towards a purple and black strip, they were looking
to get this new era off to a strong start by registering
three points from this match. It didn’t take long for
Chelmer to get started as they found themselves 2–0
up thanks to two goals from Oli Glazebrook. However,
the game didn’t continue in the same vein as the score
sat at 2–2 going into the 90th minute. A last ditch
attack saw the ball fall to Glazebrook after a goalmouth scramble, and he tapped home his hat-trick
goal to be crowned the match winner.
Next up were Latchingdon FC, who, having been
relegated from the league above, were keen to get
their season off to a strong start. Chelmer, fresh
from their victory against Mayland, came out of the
blocks fastest, with Freddie Miller tucking home
from close range within the first 60 seconds. But, as
with the previous game, Chelmer fell victim to some
complacency and conceded three quick-fire goals
before half-time, leaving them 3–1 down at the break.
A tough-fought second half, which produced a fourth
goal of the season for Glazebrook, wasn’t enough for
Chelmer to pull the result back, and the game ended
3–2 to Latchingdon.

E

ssex’s first gin school is to open in Chelmsford,
offering people the chance to make their own
bespoke bottle of gin.
The Only Way Is Gin Ltd has been founded by Nikki
Mendes to bring a new gin experience to the vibrant
city. The distillery for the brand and a shop will also be
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RESIDENTIAL
SECURITY TEAMS &
MOBILE PATROLS
n CLOSE PROTECTION n K9 DOG UNIT
n SECURITY GUARDING n EVENT SECURITY

If you are in need of a trustworthy
security company to provide you with
comprehensive security services in Essex,
contact S-Type Security & Solutions Ltd

n KEY HOLDING & ALARM RESPONSE
n COUNCIL SECURITY n COMMERCIAL SECURITY

Tel: 01245 931598
info@s-typesecurity.co.uk
www.s-typesecurity.co.uk

BOOK NOW FOR A
1 MONTH FREE TRIAL
OF MOBILE PATROLS*
QUOTE VISION
*T&Cs apply

COME TO US FOR ALL THE WORK YOU NEED
BUILDING SERVICES
ROOFING/CLADDING
NEW BUILDS
LOFT CONVERSIONS
KITCHENS & BATHROOMS
EXTENSIONS
FAMILY RUN BUSINESS
10 YEAR GUARANTEE

MKL
BUILDING & ROOFING SERVICES

Contact us today for your FREE no obligation quote
Mobile: 07534 455624
Office: 01245 675767
Email: info@mklroofline.co.uk
www.mklbuildingandroofing.co.uk
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SOUTH WOODHAM
PLASTERING
ALL ASPECTS OF
SOLID PLASTERING

PLASTERING • RENDERING
SPRAYED COLOURED RENDER
SILICONE/MONOCOUCHE
20yrs Experience • Fully Insured

Call Tony on 07867 305 864

NEED A LOCAL

ELECTRICIAN?
Contact Capital Electrical

Capital Electrical
Design • Install • Maintain

Domestic & Commercial | Repairs & Installation
Vehicle Charging Points | Portable Appliance Testing
Fire Alarm Systems | Emergency Lighting Systems
Installation Condition Reports

CONTACT US 01245 527086
www.cap-elec.co.uk

LOCAL COMPANY

advertorial

Has Your Double
Glazing Steamed Up?
Established for over a
decade Cloudy2Clear
windows have become
a leading company
for glass replacement.
Issues with double
glazing can often be
gradual and may only
be noticed during a
clear sunny day or
during the winter. A
failed glass unit may
no longer provide you
with the protection
you need or be energy
efficient. Why not
spend a few minutes
checking your home
to see if you have any
failed double glazing?
If you act now you can
avoid these problems.
Now, you may think
you need to replace the

whole window including
the frames and all the
hardware, however
Cloudy2Clear have come
up with a simple and
cost saving solution…
Just replace the glass!!
If you see
condensation in your
windows just visit our
website or give us a call
on 0800 61 21 118. We
will send out our highly
experienced engineers
for a free no obligation
quote. A Cloudy2Clear
quote takes on average
no longer than 20
minutes. Once the
quote is completed,
we will sit down with
you and explain the
problem and tell you
how we can fix it. With

years of experience
Cloudy2Clear have a
wealth of knowledge
and are recognised
as a Which Trusted
Trader, plus our
work is backed by
an industry leading
25 year guarantee.
Cloudy2Clear also
replace faulty locks
handles and hinges on
all windows and doors.
Your friendly local
Cloudy2Clear specialist
is Chris Miller and he
services the Chelmsford,
Brentwood & Basildon
areas.
So, if your windows
are steamed up, broken
or damaged give Chris a
call for a free quotation
on 0800 61 21 118.

Cloudy2Clear
GUARANTEE All
Customers That An
Average Quote Will
Take No Longer
Than 20 MINS!!!

Cloudy2Clear Windows...
Service With A Smile!
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DON’T JUST TAKE
OUR WORD FOR IT...

‘

Having advertised in the magazine
for over a year I have had several new
enquries that have been very lucrative
for my business.
I would recommend Vision to any business
looking for more customers in their local
area.
you for all your help. ecnarusnI naC woH
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THE
RISE
OF

BAT
I

Photo credit: Warner Bros./Kobal/Shutterstock

t’s taken eight years, 19 movie roles and a complete revision of his status as the teenage heartthrob of his
era, but in landing the role of Batman in the latest incarnation of DC Comics’ ultimate action hero, Robert
Pattinson has emerged from the gloomy, seedy shadow of The Twilight Saga into the dazzling, dangerous
surrounds of, well… his local gym.
We’ve always known him best for his vampiric swagger and lofty presence, and for being followed around
by a posse of adoring young teens, but since the Sky series in which he made his name, Robert Pattinson
has dabbled in everything from serious drama, horror, crime, action and even biopics.
And while excelling on screen in the likes of The Lost City of Z, Good Time, The Rover, The Lighthouse and
Tenet, as the latest ripped and action-ready Batman, this is surely his biggest project yet.
The big-budget Warner Bros movie represents for him a defining moment, both physically and mentally –
it’s the final piece of the jigsaw in the ascent of the accomplished Londoner to true movie icon status, and by
his own admission, the removal of self-doubt that accompanies it is a relief.
“Doubt is in the genetic make-up of any actor,” he begins. “You are always wondering what’s around the
corner and whether you can live up to your best role, your last role, your future potential… whatever it will be.”
Taking on Batman represents the same mental challenge, but RPatz sounds more secure in himself than
ever before.
“I think any actor will go through periods where they will question whether they can live up to a character
in a script, or even the expectations that go with it.
“Batman, for me, means pushing boundaries and building up to a point where I know, in the flesh, I can
do justice to the physicality required.
“You look at the true warriors of the superhero genre – Hemsworth, The Rock, Downey Jr – and
wonder if you’re putting yourself in the wrong place. And yet, having spoken to a few I know, everyone
is nervous when the opportunity comes about.”
Of course, the legacy of those to have played Batman goes back right to the early days of moviemaking. People were still awaiting the conclusion of the Second World War when actor Lewis G
Wilson first stepped up to play the caped hero in 1943. Wilson’s physique saw critics perhaps
unfairly deride him as “thick about the middle”, and actors who assumed the role thereafter were
toned in a way rather more fitting for a character adept at taking down a range of enemies without,
in fact, the use of any superhero powers at all.
From Robert Lowery and Adam West – who played Batman for two decades – through to
Michael Keaton, Val Kilmer, George Clooney, Christian Bale and Ben Affleck in the modern
era, style and stamina has often gone forward before age – something that stands Pattinson
in good stead.
“This feels like the start of a new era for me, and I hope fans come along for the ride.”
In 2020, Pattinson talks, behaves and interacts like a very different person from when he was
only known as Edward Cullen from The Twilight Saga. His evolution into an accomplished actor
of variety, veracity and vigour is now surely complete.
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PUZZLES

V PUZZLES & Trivia

Answers can be found on the Contents Page 4

ACROSS
1. People who consume a
particular beverage (8)
5. Cut (4)
8. Paved area (5)
9. Deserved (7)
10. Ideas (7)
12. Long pins (7)
14. Small Arctic whale (7)
16. Gather (7)
18. Biting (7)
19. Immature insects (5)
20. Overly curious (4)
21. Definitions (8)

1

2

3

8

5

6

7

9

10

11

DON’T LET AUTUMN
BRING YOU DOWN

12

13

14

15

16

Down
18
1. Depressions (4)
2. Chant; speak solemnly (6)
3. General erudition (9)
4. Manors (anag) (6)
20
21
6. Country (6)
7. Base of a statue (8)
Across
11. Immediately following that (9)1 - People who
13.
Entraps
(6) beverage (8)
consume
a particular
12. Astronaut (8)
14.
Hold
close
(6)
5 - Cut (4)

did you know?

17
19

Down
15. Occur
(6)
1 - Depressions
(4)
17. Not
as
much
2 - Chant;
speak (4)
solemnly (6)

8 - Paved area (5)

3 - General erudition (9)

9 - Deserved (7)

4 - Manors (anag) (6)

10 - Ideas (7)

6 - Country (6)

sudoku

12 - Long pins (7)

7 - Base of a statue (8)

14 - Small Arctic whale (7)

11 - Immediately following that (9)

u The name Big Ben only refers to the bell
16 - Gather (7)
inside the Elizabeth Tower, not the Tower
18 - Biting (7)
itself, as commonly thought

8

3

19 - Immature insects (5)

u In 1952, a double-decker bus, driven by
20 - Overly curious (4)
Albert Gunter, jumped a gap across Tower
21 - Definitions (8)
Bridge after it started to rise to allow a boat
to pass
u The London Eye pods are numbered
one to 33, missing 13 with superstitious
passengers in mind. Each pod weighs 10
tonnes, the equivalent of one million pound
coins
u From the 1200s to 1835, the Tower
of London was home to a zoo of exotic
wild animals that were given as royal gifts,
including lions and a polar bear
u Buckingham Palace was originally
known as Buckingham House and was
built as a private townhouse for the Duke of
Buckingham
V36
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12 - Astronaut (8)

9
4 1

7
1
2 4
5 4
5

15 - Occur (6)

7 3
1
9

17 - Not as much (4)

ViSIOn ChelmsfordBeaulieu edition3 | to advertise call 01245 527071
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◆ High powered vacuum technology

to remove any dirt and blockages
to capture problem areas

14 - Hold close (6)

6 7
9

GUTTER CLEANING
& REPAIR SERVICE
◆ State of the art remote cameras

13 - Entraps (6)

3 4 1

Whatever the season
we will keep your
gutters clear

1

◆ Cleaning mostly done from the ground
◆ Personalised service ◆ Competitive rates

CONTACT US TODAY
01376 517112 | 07598 747691 | 07521 458769
www.absolutesuckers.com
absolute.suckers@outlook.com
Based in Witham, Essex

FOR ALL YOUR GUTTER CLEANING & REPAIR NEEDS
ViSIOn ChelmsfordBeaulieu edition3 | to advertise call 01245 527071
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ALL TREE WORKS

07500 870309

UNDERTAKEN
PRUNING, THINNING,

CALL TODAY
FOR YOUR
NO OBLIGATION
QUOTE WITH NO
HIDDEN EXTRAS
ESSEX TOP RATED
TREE SURGERY COMPANY
2017/2018 ON

REDUCTIONS,
m FAMILY RUN BUSINESS
FELLING
ANDEXPERIENCE
REMOVAL,
35 YEARS
m OVER
DEAD m
WOOD
REMOVAL,
THINNING
m PRUNING
m REDUCTIONS
SITE
CLEARANCE,
m FELLING AND REMOVAL m DEAD WOOD REMOVAL
MAINTENANCE,
m SITEHEDGE
CLEARANCE
m HEDGE MAINTENANCE
FIREWOOD
SALES
INSURED
m FIREWOOD SALES FULLY

01277 284638

I

UNDERTAKEN

What does the marigold symbolise?
With its intense orange colour, it’s hardly
surprising that the marigold symbolises
both passion and creativity. In medieval
England, the leaves and flowers of the
marigold were combined with ground
egg shells and added to heated
ale as a treatment for the plague.
Whereas, in Mexico, they are the
official flower for the Día de los
Muertos – the Day of the Dead
– as their scent is believed to
help guide the spirits from the
cemetery to the altars.

0750007500
870
309
870399
/ 01277 284638
www.essextreecareltd.co.uk

King & C

24 2
Hr4 H
Der D
liv e
erlyiv
e

LOSS OF
OF PRIVACY?
PRIVACY?
LOSS

WWW.ESSEXTREECARELTD.CO.UK

ry

What does this birth flower
say about you?
If your birth flower is the
marigold, you are said to be
a warm and inviting person
who has the ability to brighten any
day. You are full of drive and are
often the one that others turn to for
advice or help. Personal growth is also
important to you.

£5 MILLION PUBLIC LIABILITY

Trim 148 x 210 mm

ESSEX TOP RATED
AFTER COMPANY
TREE SURGERY
AFTER ON
2017/2018

BEFORE

BEFORE

Call today for your no
obligation, quote with
no hidden extras!

07500 870399 / 01277 284638

Gain instant privacy with our mature Tree and Hedging plants

Gain instant privacy with our mature Tree and Hedging plants
Browse plants & buy online: kingco.co.uk

or VISIT
OUR &
NURSERY
nearkingco.co.uk
Braintree t: 01376 340 469
Browse
plants
buy online:
or
VISIT
OUR
NURSERY
near
Braintree
t: 01376
King & Co The Tree Nursery, Dunmow Rd, Rayne, Nr Braintree
CM77 340
6WF469

How to grow marigolds
Marigolds enjoy full sun and grow well
in both dry and moist soil. You can plant
marigold seeds directly outdoors in spring once the
threat of frost has gone, or start seeds inside for up to
eight weeks before planting outside. These flowers require
little maintenance and only need watering if the weather has
been dry for more than two weeks.

FAMILY RUN BUSINESS
OVER 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE

King & Co The Tree Nursery, Dunmow Rd, Rayne, Nr Braintree CM77 6WF

V38
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PRUNING, THINNING,
REDUCTIONS,
FELLING AND REMOVAL,
DEAD WOOD REMOVAL,
SITE CLEARANCE,
HEDGE MAINTENANCE,
FIREWOOD SALES

Call today for your no
obligation, quote with
no hidden extras!

OVER 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE

INFO@ESSEXTREECARELTD.CO.UK

f you were born in October,
your birth flower is the
vibrant marigold. Native to
the Mediterranean, this plant is also known as the
‘herb of the sun’ owing to the fact that its flowers
open when the sun is shining. Incredibly versatile
flowers, marigolds can be used as bedding plants
or grown in containers.

ESSEX TOP RATED TREE SURGERY COMPANY 2017/2018 ON

FAMILY RUN BUSINESS

OCTOBER BIRTH FLOWER OF THE MONTH

GARDENING

ALL TREE WORKS
ALL
TREE WORK
UNDERTAKEN

Fun facts about marigolds
Marigold flowers are edible
Marigolds are a natural insect repellent
They contain carotenoids that can lower your risk of heart
disease and some cancers
ViSIOn ChelmsfordBeaulieu edition3 | to advertise call 01245 527071
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£5 MILLION PUBLIC LIABILITY

V
PETS

Grooming
Parlour &
Dog Store
Book online at
www.themoderndog.co.uk/vision
or call 07846 279 753

Vettin process
Things to consider...

Word of mouth

Whether your passion is a dog, cat, budgerigar or
Burmese python, pet owners are a social community
and rarely shy away from sharing opinions, both
positive and negative. The pet parents among us will
always be the best source of reviews, so jump on
social media and see who is well rated locally.

Read the paw print

Pet healthcare is often pricey, so transparency is key
when it comes to vets and finances. It is always wise
to have pet insurance, but you also need to check
that your vet is willing to cooperate with your policy
provider to provide a seamless, stress-free service.
In the event of having no insurance, make sure
you’re happy with the potential fees.

Listen to your animal instinct

The best care often means feeling comfortable
and happy from the minute you walk in the door,
so visit your prospective surgery and make sure it
V40

Guithaven St, Witham, CM8 1BJ
@moderndoguk

when choosing a good vet for your pet
suits you and your pet. Perhaps you have a place
that specialises in care for gregarious guinea pigs,
or maybe it’s the welcome that wins you over.
Clean bowls of water, blankets and toys for anxious
animals are all good signs your pet will be in good
hands.

Follow the pack

A busy veterinary practice is generally a good sign
that it offers decent care for reasonable prices. So as
long it isn’t so oversubscribed that you can’t get an
appointment, don’t be put off by a little paw traffic.

Stay on your turf

We all know that medical emergencies rarely fit a
sociable timetable, and is vital to know that you
can get your pet the help it needs any time, day or
night. This means not only choosing a practice that
you can get to easily, but also one that can facilitate
emergency care without you having to venture too
far afield.

ViSIOn ChelmsfordBeaulieu edition3 | to advertise call 01245 527071

07714 265 830
ingrid@talosiphotography.com
talosiphotography.com
6 Annonay Walk, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 6FL
ViSIOn ChelmsfordBeaulieu edition3 | to advertise call 01245 527071
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Essex CM4

Your local aerial installer

New aerial & satellite installations
l Aerial & satellite repairs
l Extra TV points
l TV wall mounting
l System design & install
l Freesat & YouView installations
l Sky installations – repairs & upgrades
l

Family-run business with
over 20 years of experience.
Trading Standards
Approved Aerial Installer.

Quality Workmanship
At Sensible Prices.

digitatlYI"
Approved Member

Freephone: 0800 77 97 047
Mobile: 07916 305 977
Mobile Local Rate: 0 333 900 333 2

www.andysaerials.com

NEW YOU

50% OFF

when quo
Vision

ting

We aim to help hundreds of people a year who have
persistent or recurrent back pain, lower limb & foot pain
to become pain free for the rest of their lives.
l

JE Care & Consultants are experts in Alignment & Movement

JE Scan combines Science & Technology to seek the
underlying cause of Back, Pelvis, Leg & Foot injuries
l We also offer intensive Deep Sports Massage
l

Contact us for more information: 01245 527083
www.jecare.co.uk l clinic@jecare.co.uk
COMPETITIVE PRICES, NO WAITING LISTS, BOOK WITHOUT REFERRAL
V42
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MADNESS
MOBILE
I
Some 35 years on from the first mobile phone call being made in the UK, we look at the
limitations of the first available models.

t was a man named Michael Harrison, the son of former Vodafone chairman Sir Ernest Harrison,
who made the UK’s first ever mobile phone call. It happened on January 1, 1985, and it’s fair to say that,
in the 35 years since, we have come quite some distance in telecommunication technology.
Phones these days are powerful computers, with a bewildering array of functions, laser-sharp connectivity
and a clarity that can enable you to FaceTime someone on another continent. Suffice to say, in 1985 things
were a little more basic:
TALK TIME
The first mobile phones had a talk time of 30 minutes. At that point the battery would die and it would need
to be recharged… for 10 hours. And no, it didn’t work
while charging.
WEIGHT
The latest iPhone weighs in at 188g; compare
that to the Vodafone VT1, the first mobile phone,
which totalled 4.7kg… that’s the equivalent of
25 iPhone 11 Pros.

Vodaphone VT1

COST
The first mobile phone cost £1,650 – that’s
more like £6,000 today when factoring in
inflation. And even up to the Millennium,
call costs were hugely prohibitive in the
UK, with fees of more than 50p per
minute for mobile-to-mobile calls. And
as for dialling numbers abroad… well,
probably better to send a letter.

Photo credit:
mashable.com

Welcome to a

MOB LE

TECHNOLOGY

Andys Aerials

V

FEATURES
The first mobile phone was
just that – a phone. It offered
no
additional
features.
Indeed, not until Nokia’s
rapid advancement into
the market in the late
1990s
did
phones
start incorporating text
messaging and games
(and yes, by games, we
mean snake, and not a
lot else).
ViSIOn ChelmsfordBeaulieu edition3 | to advertise call 01245 527071
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MOBILE MICROSUCTIONING
EAR TREATMENTS
n

EAR WAX & EAR CANAL
BLOCKAGE REMOVAL

n

RELIABLE & AFFORDABLE

n

SAFE FOR ALL AGES

n

CONSULTATIONS
IN YOUR OWN HOME

CONTACT JENNY ON 07482 005 717

SherwoodHealthcare
Independent Specialist Healthcare Advisers

Your local independent healthcare insurance broker

‘’Your protection under one roof‘’
Health Cash Plans
Travel Insurance

Life Insurance

Income Protection

International Medical Insurance

Dental Insurance

Business Insurance

Jenny Oakley, RGN
B.Sc (Hons) Comm

jenny@clearearmobilemicrosuctioning.co.uk
www.clearearmobilemicrosuctioning.co.uk

 

Private Medical Insurance

How to help someone with an addiction

Health Screening

Employee Assistance Programme

W

ith Stoptober already under way, we thought it would be
a good time to offer a few words of wisdom for those
supporting a loved one with an addiction.

H E A LT H & F I T N E S S



Don’t be an enabler
There is a very fine line between supporting someone with an addiction
and actively enabling them. While you may want to help your loved one
by carrying out household tasks, lending them money or apologising for
their actions, this can actually stop them from making positive changes
in their lives. Sometimes you need to let someone reach rock bottom for
them to start their own personal recovery journey.

be compassionate
Although you don’t want to stray into enabler territory, that doesn’t
mean that you can’t treat your loved one with compassion as they
struggle with addiction. In fact, studies have shown that negative social
support is one of the biggest barriers for entry to treatment.

encourage healthy habits
Addiction is linked to not only poor physical health, but also mental wellbeing, with common mental health issues such as anxiety and depression
being greatly amplified by alcohol or substance dependency. Ways in
which you can promote overall good health and well-being include
encouraging healthy eating habits and regular exercise, as well as
establishing a positive daily routine.

Don’t forget yourself
Supporting an addict can be an exhausting and often fruitless process,
so it is vital that you take the time for self-care. Think of this not as an
act of selfishness but as a means of self-preservation. Focus on doing
something you love and make sure you take care of your own physical
and emotional needs.

Do...
Contact us today for a free no obligation quote

01277 822922
Enquiries@sherwoodhealthcare.co.uk
Sherwood Healthcare is a trading style of DJ Healthcare Limited which is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Firm Reference number 627643
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Focus on building trust • Be honest • Respect their privacy

Don’t...
Threaten with ultimatums • Criticise or name-call • Expect too much too
soon
ViSIOn ChelmsfordBeaulieu edition3 | to advertise call 01245 527071
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H E A LT H & F I T N E S S
SET THE TONE FOR THE DAY
How often do you wake up on the wrong side of the
bed and let that negativity continue throughout the
day? Why not instead start your morning with a few
enthusiastic affirmations? Even a simple, “Today will
be a good day”, can work wonders.
FOCUS ON THE GOOD
Although you may find it difficult at the moment to
find joy in everyday life, by focusing on the good
things, however small they may be, you will start to
find yourself feeling more motivated and less eager
to hide away from any of life’s challenges.
LAUGHTER REALLY IS THE BEST MEDICINE
When you laugh, the body releases two types of

new mindset

chemicals: endorphins and dopamine. Endorphins
help you feel happy and diminish pain, whereas
dopamine, known as the reward hormone,
contributes to feelings of pleasure and satisfaction.
Finding humour in even the darkest or lowest of
moments can help you get through a particularly
bad day.
EMBRACE FAILURE
Whether you are struggling to home-school, are
completely messing up your latest DIY project or
you simply feel that nothing you do at the moment
is right, try to focus on what you can learn from your
mistakes.
BE PRESENT
If you are struggling with the current lack of routine
and worry about not being able to set any shortterm goals, other than getting out of bed each day,
try focusing on the immediate present. What are
you doing at this precise moment that is making
you or someone close to you happy?

new result

Welcoming
Welcoming
newprivate
private patients
patients
new
inChelmsford
Chelmsford
in
Call
Bupa
DentalCare
CareChelmsford
Chelmsford
Call
Bupa
Dental
01245
809092
092
onon
01245
809
book
yourappointment
appointment
to to
book
your

No
insu
ran
need ce
ed

*Terms and conditions: 1. A check-up fee is £66 and a COVID-19 safety tariff will
*Terms and conditions: 1. A check-up fee is £66 and a COVID-19 safety tariff will
apply.
2. Patients
must
bebe
18 18
years
oror
over.
toavailability.
availability.
apply.
2. Patients
must
years
over.3.3.Consultations
Consultations subject
subject to
Bupa Dental Care is a trading name of Oasis Healthcare Limited. Registered in England and Wales No: 03257078.
Registered
Dental
Care
Vantage,
Office
Park, Old
Gloucester
Road,
Hambrook,
United
Kingdom BS16 1GW.
Bupaoffice:
DentalBupa
Care is
a trading
name
of Oasis
Healthcare
Limited.
Registered
in England
andBristol,
Wales No:
03257078.
Registered office: Bupa Dental Care Vantage, Office Park, Old Gloucester Road, Hambrook, Bristol, United Kingdom BS16 1GW.
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DUK06079
| Sept20

W

e could all be forgiven for feeling a little
less than motivated right now. That being
said, there comes a time when we need to
stop languishing and start flourishing. Now is that
time...
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BOUNCE BACK DEALS
Jeans rrp £29.99 NOW £20.00
Chino Trousers rrp £39.99 NOW £20.00
100s Check Shrits rrp £39.99 NOW £20.00
100s Polo Shirts rrp £34.99 NOW £15.00

ANY THREE FOR JUST £50.00
LIMITED STOCKS
Current opening times
10am to 4pm Tuesday to Saturday

206 Moulsham Street, Chelmsford CM2 0LG

Mobile Hairdresser

14/09/2020

Enjoy a laid back
approach to having
your hair styled in
your own home

I

Over 19 years experience
Ladies  Gents  Children’s
Haircuts & Restyles  Colour & Highlights
Hair up for any occasion

ASOS DESIGN wool mix overcoat in charcoal
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f you are looking for a fashion trend
that checks all the boxes, then look no
further. The traditional checked pattern
was seen across multiple AW20 collections
including Saint Lauren, Miu Miu, Versace and
Michael Kors.
Not sure how to make this print work for you? Don’t
worry, everyone and anyone can rock this form of plaid.

ACCEPT

T P E CCA

CHECKED SHIRTS
A checked shirt should be a key staple in everyone’s
wardrobe, never going out of style and providing a quick
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE FOR
Helene Berman wool blend Short Ruth coat in pink
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buttoned checked shirt over a plain tee for a chic and
ACC E P T
T P E CCA
comfortable look.
Covering Beaulieu, Chelmsford & surrounding

01245 356057

LOTS OF OTHER DEALS
IN STORE
DON’T MISS OUT

for
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sites
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Tracey Jermyn

FA S H I O N

LARGER 1
L
GENTS XL - 8X
8X
L
L
1X
CLOTHING

T P E CCA

Spot the difference in this advert for an extra discount
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Call 07886 878131

villages to South Woodham Ferrers

CHECKED COATS
With the ability to suit both men and women, an
oversized checked coat is a must-have this winter.
Wear over layered knitwear, a tailored suit or
even a party dress; this style of outerwear
is incredibly versatile. For those who love
to stand out from the crowd, choose
a bold and colourful check such as
red, yellow or green. Alternatively,
monochrome check will always
trihs kcehc=yreuQhcraeS&17145106=diyawruoloc?21709212/drp/trihs-eveels-gnol-mils-kcehc-haraf/haraf/moc.sosa.www//:sptth
look classy. 3/1

QUOTE ‘VISION’ FOR 10% OFF YOUR FIRST BOOKING
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CHECKED ACCESSORIES
If you are a little worried about trying
out this trend, you may want to try
starting with one checkerboard item such
as a pair of black-and-white checked heels or
3/1 …cehc=yreuQhcraeS&80377006=diyawruoloc?17326602/drp/kcehc-laocrahc-ni-tao
1/3
crevo-xim-loow-ngised-sosa/ngised-sosa/
a checked scarf. But makehttps://www.asos.com/asos-design/asos-design-wool-mix-overcoat-in-charcoal-check/prd/20662371?colourwayid=60077308&SearchQuery=chec…
sure you don’t sync
the checks of your accessories with the checks of
your clothes – this is never a good look!
14/09/2020

Hybrid
£40
l Russians
£45
l Megamix
£50
l Mega
£60
l Bottom lashes £10
l Qualified & Insured
l Based in Chelmsford
Call 07734 007518
l

Sian_Carrie_Lashes
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Lashes
your style
@siancarrielashesandspmubrows

SEMI PERMANENT BROWS COMING SOON

AC C E P T

VIDEO

T P E CCA
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CHECKED TROUSERS
You don’t often see women wearing checked trousers,
but when you do they nearly always look fabulous. So,
why not give this daring look a go yourself? Pair with
a hoody for a sporty touch, with a chunky sweater
for a casual daytime look or with a silk shirt and
leather jacket for instant edginess.
3/1
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3/1 …uQhcraeS&36603106=diyawruoloc?02517902/drp/kcehc-knip-ni-taoc-htur-trohs-dnelb-loow-namreb-enhttps://www.asos.com/helene-berman/hele
eleh/namreb-eneleh/moc.sosa.www//:sptth
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BEAUTY

Love your

LEFTOVER PUMPKIN
D

on’t throw away any leftover pumpkin
from Halloween. Instead, pump up
your beauty routine with these four
DIY pumpkin beauty recipes that are guaranteed to
give your skin and hair an autumnal glow.

Beauty benefits of pumpkin

Healthy skin: Pumpkin is full of vitamin A, zinc and
antioxidants that are essential for healthy-looking
skin.
Healthy hair: Pumpkin seed oil is antibacterial and
antifungal, helping to maintain a healthy scalp and
strong hair follicles.

Pumpkin Moisturising Face Mask

You will need: 200g pumpkin purée | 1 tbsp honey |
2 tbsp brown sugar | ½ cup yoghurt
How to apply: Stir all ingredients together | Evenly
coat your face with the mixture | Leave for 10–15
minutes | Rinse with warm water

Pumpkin Lip Scrub

How to apply: Mix ingredients together | Massage
onto clean lips | Wipe off | Finish with a coat of
hydrating lip balm

Pumpkin Hand Cream

You will need: 50g pumpkin purée | 1 tsp olive oil |
1 tsp honey
How to apply: Mix all ingredients together | Spoon a
generous blob into your palm and rub into your hands
| Rinse with warm water

Pumpkin Deep Conditioning Treatment

You will need: 50g pumpkin pulp without seeds |
50g raw coconut oil (liquefied) | 50g raw shea butter
(solidified) | 25g vegetable oil or olive oil | 1 tbsp
oatmeal powder
How to apply: Separate seeds from pumpkin pulp |
Add oils, butter, oatmeal powder and pulp to a bowl
| Mix well and then blend in a blender until a smooth
consistency is achieved | Apply to damp, clean hair
and massage into scalp | Leave for a minimum of 10
minutes | Rinse with warm water

You will need: 1 tsp pumpkin purée | 2 tsp sugar
Don’t throw away the leftover pumpkin seeds;
instead, roast them for a tasty snack. They are great
for encouraging hair growth, as they contain iron and
L-lysine which both help to prevent excessive hair
shedding.

A
L

UNHAPPY WITH YOUR
POST-LOCKDOWN BODY?

ACHIEVE THE RESULTS YOU WANT WITH A
NON-SURGICAL AND NON-INVASIVE PAIN FREE
TAILORED, INDIVIDUAL COURSE OF BODY SCULPTING.
WHAT IS BODY SCULPTING?
Body sculpting is a non surgical and non invasive,
pain free and completely relaxing treatment. It is a
revolutionary procedure which combines cavitation
and radio frequency for a sculpted result on desired
body areas.

WHAT IS CAVITATION?
Cavitation is a revolutionary procedure that uses
ultrasound technology to, in simple terms, ‘melt’ fat.
During a cavitation procedure the machine targets
specific and desired body areas, then comfortably
heats the skin sending shock waves that penetrate
through the derma layer.
This causes a micro bubbling in the liquid
surrounding the adipocytes (fat cells). Under pressure
the adipocytes rupture and release glycerol (fatty
acid) 40% safely goes into your blood stream to be
used or stored as energy. The other 60% goes to your
liver to be metabolised and then finally your body is
able to process these glycerol through its proverbial
waste-disposal plant: the lymphatic system.

WHAT IS RADIO FREQUENCY
Radio frequency is used to improve skin elasticity,
remove cellulite, renew muscles and enhance skin
rejuvenation by applying electromagnetic high
frequency waves.
The goal of radio frequency treatment is to tighten
the skin of the body and dilated pores, smooth fine
lines and wrinkles. Collagen and elastin are boosted,
cellulite is removed.
Loose skin, wrinkles and fine lines may give away
one’s age or make them appear older than they are.
Fortunately, skin elasticity can be restored using
radio frequency therapy. Collagen takes 14-21 days to
synthesise, therefore you may see the best results in
the 3rd/4th treatment.

RADIO FREQUENCY / CAVITATION BENEFITS

Men’s skin toning & tightening
after one treatment

Men’s stomach after
one treatment

Clients can see improvements after three sessions.
The recommended course is six treatments, however
some clients may need additional sessions depending
on the individual.

y Fat Reduction y Cellulite Removal
y Boosts Collagen & Elastin Process
y Skin Tightening & Toning y Skin Rejuvenation
y Improves Skin Texture
y Smooths Fine Lines & Wrinkles
AREAS TREATED

y Buttocks y Stomach y Chest y Legs y Arms

Face y Hands y Décolletage y Mummy Tummy

BOOK YOUR FREE 15 MINUTE CONSULTATION
& RECEIVE A FREE HAND DEMO WHILST WE DISCUSS
YOUR TREATMENT OPTIONS
07930 506123 y 01277 230171 y amylucystudio@mail.com
amylucymua
amylucystudio
amylucystudio
Brentwood Based Clinic (Just off Hanging Hill Lane)
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How to enjoy a

s cially

Diverse Barbershop represents the
precision of modern barbering with
artistic skills. It is built from our
years of experience.

distanced

No appointment necessary – Just walk in

07851 371956

Halloween

diversebarbershop4.booksy.com
Co-Owners: @dragos.hair @gavroche.hair @pisla.hair
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12a Parkway, Chelmsford, CM2 0NF
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15% OFF
NEW CLIENTS ONLY
Expires 20th November

A Global Sixth
Form Experience
Study the world recognised IB Diploma or A Levels.
Top Sixth Form provision that includes an experienced
Careers Team & Professional Network, Model United
Nations, CCF, Duke of Edinburgh, fun and progressive
Clubs & Societies, professional pathways in Music,
Sport & The Arts, plus modern boarding options
to prepare for university. A diverse Sixth Form that
represents over 30 nationalities to build your
global perspective.

Arrange your personal visit now for 2021 entry
www.felsted.org admissions@felsted.org 01371 822605
Based on a safe rural campus just
20 minutes from Chelmsford.

Co-educational, ages 4-18, boarding & day
IB Diploma & A Levels
#felstedfamily
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KIDS

• STYLE • QUALITY •
• SERVICE •
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s traditional trick or treating may be cancelled this year,
unless you want some seriously disappointed children,
you may want to look into alternative ideas for celebrating
Halloween as a family.
Don’t worry, there will still be lots of sweet treats to be enjoyed!
Host a virtual party
If you normally host a massive Halloween party for all your family and
friends, why not use your new-found knowledge of Zoom to host a
virtual party instead? Adults can enjoy some spooky cocktails and
a chat, whereas the kids can show off their costumes and even play
Halloween games such as bobbing for apples via the app. Alternatively,
you could host a virtual scary movie night or virtual Halloween
sleepover.
Organise a neighbourhood decoration party
In the same way that neighbours got together to decorate the
outside of their homes and the local streets for VE Day, you
could bring the local community together to put up some creepy
decorations. That way, instead of trick or treating, children can enjoy
a spooky walk on Halloween.
Set up a Halloween photo backdrop
A great way to make dressing up for Halloween fun despite restrictions,
one or more local families could host a Halloween photo backdrop at
the end of their driveway or in their front garden. Children can then
take turns coming up to get their photo taken, creating long-lasting
memories of Halloween 2020.
Decorate a face mask
A fun Halloween activity for children of all ages. Either buy some plain
disposable face masks or make your own and then get your children
to decorate them. Some great Halloween-themed decorative ideas
include creepy grins, animal faces or pumpkin patterns.
Other ideas include:
• Bake some sweet treats
• Visit a pumpkin patch
• Carve a pumpkin face
ViSIOn ChelmsfordBeaulieu edition3 | to advertise call 01245 527071
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orget long slogs to foreign lands – holiday utopia
could be much closer to home, because it’s alright
on the Isle of Wight.
With so many holidays abroad having restrictions and a
quarantine period once you return to the UK, a good, lessstressful option could be to look for a break closer to home.
A short hop on the ferry across to the Isle of Wight could be just
the ticket, and here’s why:

Tube train: Speaking of tickets, the Isle of Wight’s first unique

tourist attraction is the former underground train that connects those
arriving on the mainland at Ryde Pier Head to Shanklin, some eight
and a half miles away. The British Rail Class 483 rolling stock dates
back to 1938.

F

Making travel less complex in
a more complex world...

or those who are itching to escape as soon as possible, there are
limitations on where you can go, an avalanche of information
and new guidelines, and not enough time to research the mind
boggling number of variations.
There will undoubtedly be a change
in the way we think, act and venture
back into the wider world.
The good news is I’m here to
help with the behind-the-scenes
legwork to co-ordinate a smooth
end-to-end experience and ensure
you travel better.

Dan Salmon, Owner

Alum Bay:

While Alum Bay gets most of the publicity, from Colwell to
Compton, Sandown to Shanklin, so many of the island’s sumptuous, sandy
beaches are a delight to behold.

The Needles: These iconic chalk stalks and resplendent lighthouse have always been
a major tourist draw, as well as sparing the lives of countless sailors.

Blackgang Chine: A piece of the Wild West, a voyage into a fairy wonderland, or perhaps

something else… Located in the south of the island, the amusement park is the oldest in
the UK, having first opened in the 1840s, and will transport kids and adults alike back to a
simpler age.

Freshwater Bay: So typical of the history hiding behind the island, Freshwater Bay’s serenity
disguises the caves pirates used to hide their wares in, situated at the foot of the cliffs.

Osborne House:

For those who like their history to be rather more regal, sample Queen Victoria’s favourite
retreat, which remains almost untouched from when it used to welcome dignitaries over 100 years ago.

Contact Dan for expert advice
and to book on: 01245 469 771

www.neverawastedjourney.com
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TO YOUR ROOTS

FOOD & DRINK

Return

part 1

Chelmsford Indoor market is a unique, vibrant place
to shop as it boasts over 80 different stalls some of
those having been serving for over 40 years.
From a picture framer to cheese stall and butchery,
tantalising food eateries make our indoor market
a great place to meet shop and eat.
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Gastropub

W

ith the weather turning colder, now is the time to shift away from salads and, instead,
embrace more robust and hearty vegetables.
Whether you are harvesting the veg yourself or you have opted for shop-bought,
the below guide will help you make the most of your roots this autumn.
TURNIPS
A member of the brassica plant family, turnips are high in fibre, making them great for gut
health. They also contain antioxidant and anti-cancer properties.
HOW TO STORE: Always cut off the greens of turnips before storing in the fridge.
Lifespan: two to three weeks.
HOW TO COOK: With their delicate, sweet flavour, turnips make a great mash.
Alternatively, use as a substitute for potatoes in dauphinoise.

CARROTS
These much-loved staples are cheap, versatile and contain carotenoids that are known for their ability to
boost your immune system and protect your skin from sunburn.
HOW TO STORE: Cut their tops off and store them in a cool place such as the lowest shelf in
your fridge. Wrap in a damp towel for prolonged crispiness. Lifespan: four weeks.
HOW TO COOK: Avoid boiling carrots; instead, look to roasting them with honey,
grating them raw into a salad or stir-frying them.

Award winning chef Sunday Roasts Large garden
Outside bar with terrace & booths
l

Call 01277 840201
V56
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Stock Road, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 8LB
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PARSNIPS
Parsnips are incredibly high in fibre and are also a great source of folate that is needed for a healthy
brain and nervous system.
HOW TO STORE: Store in the same way as carrots but avoid placing near apples or pears,
as this gives them a bitter taste. Lifespan: three to four weeks.
HOW TO COOK: You can roast parsnips in the same way you would potatoes. They
also work well in a gratin, to bulk out stews or grated into hash browns.

part 2

in next month’s edition where we will explore the beautiful
Look out for
beetroot, amazing artichoke and the super versatile sweet potato.
ViSIOn ChelmsfordBeaulieu edition3 | to advertise call 01245 527071
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Spice

up
your

life

A QUICK-FIRE GUIDE TO KNOWING YOUR HERBS AND SPICES

S

pices and herbs are about so much more than
heat. They provide colour, texture, flavour,
aroma and more hidden pizazz than you
would expect.
The trick, when it comes to adding them to your
food, is to choose those that complement your dish.

bitter
Think of coffee, chocolate and beer, and you’ll know
we have a love/hate relationship with bitterness.
From bay leaf to clove, horseradish to marjoram,
peppercorns to turmeric, a bitter flavour is great
for hearty foods such as roasts and stews, where
spices creep in without overpowering the dish.

salty
Salty herbs and spices actually provide a sensible
and health-focused alternative to sodium chloride.
Consider paprika, cumin, onion powder and
oregano as the perfect seasoners, and revel in spicy
goodness without the negative side effects.

sour
The ability for sour spices to make our mouths water
works perfectly when we match them with sweet
V58

foods. Limited in quantity – the key sour spices are
amchur, sumac and tamarind – they are powerful
and purposeful with desserts and sauces especially.

sweet
From caraway to fennel, nutmeg to sesame seeds,
our love of sweet spices is something that means
firm meats such as pork and poultry can be softened,
while sour flavours in cheese can really be brought
out with a dash of sugar-like life.
And one for luck – umami , the cool younger
brother of the spice world, boasting a savoury,
meaty, seaweed flavour that bucks all the negative
connotations of MSG despite using the same
molecule, an amino acid called glutamate.
Of course, true aficionados will point out that limiting
the range to just four or five varieties is doing spices
a disservice. They will note a number of cooling,
floral, earthy, pungent, nutty and woody variations,
but as a starting point for understanding these most
excellent essences, you’ve got more than enough
umming, ahhing, wincing and reaching for water to
be getting on with.
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A WORLD OF DELICIOUS GROCERIES
Fredericks Farm Boxes are all about top
quality, ethically sourced groceries delivered
straight to your door.
We carefully select the best farms and small
artisan businesses in the UK.

ON YOUR THIRD
SUBSCRIPTION BOX

Our produce includes free-range meat,
sustainably sourced fish, fruit, vegetables,
baked goods, dairy, wine, beer, drinks,
flowers, and lots more lovely stuff.
To celebrate our launch, we are offering
customers half price off their third
subscription box and a gift.
No more trips to supermarkets. Enjoy
everything from Fredericks Farm Boxes.

NEW, LOCAL AND RIGHT UP YOUR STREET!

CALL: 01245 527085
WWW.FREDERICKSFARMBOXES.CO.UK
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YOUR HOME

under the
hammer
The pros and cons of auction properties

D

aytime reality TV shows have given us a unique
insight into the workings of the auction room,
but where buying a home is concerned, the
stakes are considerably higher than when bidding
on a Nissan Micra, or perhaps an antique teapot.
The plus side is that buying a home at auction
can save you tens of thousands of pounds. You
can also find yourself unearthing some unusual
properties that high-street estate agents wouldn’t
look to market, and as far as renovation projects go,
auctions tend to attract every brand of dilapidated
property going.
It’s also a fast process – when the bidding ends
the process kicks off… There’s no hanging around
for estate agents, and within weeks the property
can be yours.
And yet, when buying under the hammer, the

V60

phrase ‘buyer beware’ certainly rings true. Firstly,
the time in between the catalogue being published
and the auction itself – typically about three weeks
– is all you have to arrange a survey on the property
and get a solicitor to check over the legal pack. If
you don’t take these steps, you’re buying blind and
that could be costly.
Auctions also require finance to be in place – if
you’re the highest bidder, you are contractually
bound to go through with the process, and on day
one that will mean a deposit of 10 per cent.
The other downside is it’s easy to get swept along
with the cut and thrust of the auction room. Setting
a spend limit is sensible, but sticking to it is vital, and
can be easier said than done when you sense you
are only one bid away from clinching something that
will become a home or an investment.
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Five Tips to Avoid a Home of Horrors
In this Halloween themed article, we look at five ghastly things you
want to avoid when selling your Chelmsford home.

VEHICLE GRAPHICS INDOOR & OUTDOOR SIGNS WINDOW GRAPHICS
WALL GRAPHICS PROMOTIONAL BANNERS EXHIBITION STANDS AND DISPLAYS
HEALTH & SAFETY SIGNS WAYFINDING SIGNS

CONTACT US TODAY TO FIND OUT MORE!

Chelmsford: 01245 847766
Colchester: 01206 239313
chelmsford@signs-express.co.uk
www.signsexpress.co.uk/branch/chelmsford

This infamous five will have prospective buyers
fleeing your property as quickly as if they
bumped into Freddy Kruger coming out of
your bathroom!
But fear not as we have some simple fixes for
these petrifying problems.
1) Smell Hell – Whether it’s an unchanged cat
litter, fish in a bin, damp used towels in the
laundry basket or simply stale
air, bad smells put people
off quicker than almost
anything else.
TREAT: Open the
windows before
viewings, clean up all
the above and use very
light incense and/or a natural
smelling room air freshener.

IF IT MATTERS TO YOU,
IT MATTERS TO US.
What are you looking to insure?

2) DIY Doom – Buyers don’t
want to inherit your doomed
Do it Yourself projects.

01277 295504

www.coversure.co.uk/brentwood | brentwood@coversure.co.uk
V62
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TREAT: Consider changing it to
something neutral.
4) Messy Monsters – We know
you’re busy, and if the kids are
small, there is bound to be
some mess. We understand
and sympathise with you, but
Stephen Frost,
many buyers don’t. General
Martin & Co
untidiness has people spinning
on their heels as if they’ve seen Casper the Ghost
himself.
TREAT: Simple, tidy up before every viewing.
It’s even a chore you can get the kids involved
with by making it a game and remember when
you’re cleaning, you are also keeping fit.
5) Garden Ghouls – An unkempt garden will
scare away people. Especially the front garden,
which is the buyers first physical view of the
property if they spotted the home
online.
TREAT: Mow the lawns, tidy
away garden clutter and jet
wash patios.

TREAT: Fix those niggly
little things that you
haven’t got around to. If
you haven’t got the time or
skill to do it, call in a handy
person to sort it out.

Use our treats to turn your
property from a potential
house of horrors to a must-have
home.

3) Weird Walls – If your choice of wall
colours is a bit ‘out there’ it may put buyers off.
Some people don’t have the imagination to see
what the place would be like with a new colour
scheme more to their taste.

Contact Coversure
Brentwood today

PROPERTY COLUMNIST

SIGN MAKERS . VEHICLE GRAPHICS SPECIALISTS

Thanks for reading and wishing all readers
of VISION Chelmsford a happy Halloween.
To find out what your home is
worth in this busy market call
us on 01245 330500.

T: 01245 330500

www.chelmsford.martinco.com
15 Duke Street, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 1HL
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MOTORING

From naff to

RELIABLE
TRUSTWORTHY
CUSTOMER
FOCUSED

LEAFLET DISTRIBUTION,
DOOR DROPS, BROCHURE
& MAGAZINE DELIVERY
CARS WE MOCKED IN
THE 1980s THAT NOW
HAVE ICONIC STATUS

rodri
betto
credit:
Photo rstock.com
Shutte
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Toyota C

/
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Gasch
credit:
Photo rstock.com
Shutte

apri 2.8
Ford C

W

hen the shapely, streamlined, smooth curves of car manufacturing
in the 1990s came about, the cars we’d been driving over the
previous decade suddenly seemed lazy, lumbering, clumsy
things that were headed to one place only – the breaker’s yard.
Yet those motors that survived the cull are now being brought back to
their former glory, with many of us asking if we were perhaps a bit hasty
in dismissing these bold, booming examples of classic engineering. These
vehicles’ price tags – all more than £10,000 – certainly suggest we may have
put the handbrake on a little too readily.

CONTACT US FOR YOUR
QUOTE TODAY – 07957 236 299
www.distribute4u.info
Stacey@distribute4u.info

Put your car in our
care for its 1 day repair

DENTS

We offer professional quality
cosmetic car repairs, specialising
in repairing everyday paint and
body work damage.

BUMPER SCUFFS

We don’t deal with major crash
repairs, therefore we don’t have
the expensive overheads a
traditional bodyshop might have.
We pass these savings on to our
customers.

PAINTWORK
SCRATCHES

By using the SMART approach
we are able to provide a same
day, quality cosmetic solution
for the damaged area.

VANDAL
SCRATCHES

Pop in for a FREE no obligation estimate
or call 01245 463183 | 07799 711531
www.rsscuffnbuff.co.uk
rob.slade@rsscuffnbuff.co.uk
17 Oyster Place, Montrose Rd
Chelmsford CM2 6XT

TOYOTA COROLLA
Famously uncool in every car showroom the length and breadth of the
country when Kylie and Jason were number one, this motor now screams
1980s chic, with its pointing bonnet, nodding headlamps and completely
useless sidestep that only served to graze knees upon entry and exit.
FORD CAPRI 2.8
A classic Ford, with a frontage that had Essex written all over it. And if you
think the bonnet was big on one of these premium vehicles from a classic
era, check out how the Capri tapers into an exhaustive abyss at the rear.
A beauty.

Kohl/
ergey
credit:
Photo rstock.com
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D1
Rover S
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Photo rstock.com
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ALL SS &
MOST CM
POSTCODES

5 GT
Renault

Vitesse

Turbo

ROVER SD1 VITESSE
The Rover was a brand your dad loved as he toured around the southeast flogging double-glazing. A bold, ballsy, impossibly solid motor that
said ‘family’ and ‘midlife crisis’ in the same breath, the Rover was always
sleek and has aged incredibly well, and offers a little peek into the UK’s fine
motoring magnificence of the era.
RENAULT 5 GT TURBO
For a car that appealed to young drivers while still retaining a small amount
of Gallic flair from those famously French roots, the Renault 5 had the lot.
A nippy thing that looked ready-pimped on the forecourt and had the
engine power to match.
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T H E VISION L I S T I N G S

BARBERS

ESTATE AGENT

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

STOVES

DIVERSE BARBERSHOP
Style, quality, service. We represent the precision of modern
barbering with artistic skills. 07851 371956 | diversebarber
shop4.booksy.com | 12a Parkway, Chelmsford, CM2 0NF

MARTIN & CO CHELMSFORD
Buying, selling and letting in Chelmsford and surrounding
areas since 2007. 01245 330500 | www.chelmsford.
martinco.com | 15 Duke Street, Chelmsford, CM1 1HL

DMD HOME IMPROVEMENTS
DMD Home Improvements – For Windows, Doors, Bi-Folds,
Garage Doors in a huge range of styles, colours and designs.
Call 01268 962527 | 07708 940527

SIMPLY STOVES
Supplier/Installer of traditional and contemporary stoves.
Wood burning, multifuel, gas and electric. Showroom: 8D &
8E High Street, Southminster, CM0 7DE | 01621 772221

BLINDS

FASHION

OVEN CLEANER

TILED CONSERVATORY ROOF SPECIALISTS

WORTH & CO BLINDS
Essex’s Leading Blind, Awning & Interior Shutter Specialists
for over 100 years. Call us on 01245 830087

LARGER GENTS CLOTHING
1XL - 8XL sizes. Bounce back deals and offers in store.
Current opening times Tuesday - Saturday 10am to 4pm.
206 Moulsham St, Chelmsford, CM2 0LG. 01245 356057

OVEN U
Oven valeting service. Local, national, affordable. Call today
to have your cooking appliances sparkling, using our own
eco friendly products. 01245 570005 | www.ovenu.co.uk

ANIGMAR SOLUTIONS
Tiled warm roofs are warm in winter months, cool on sunny
days, secure, sound proof, glare resistant. Get in touch for
your free quote call us on 01245 527087

JOIN THE LISTINGS...
for just
per year

NEVER A WASTED JOURNEY
Your local award winning Chelmsford based Travel Agent.
For friendly, expert advice call Dan Salmon on 01245
469771 or visit www.neverawastedjourney.com

BUILDING SERVICES
RJ EVANS ROOFING
Local Brentwood based Flat Roofing Specialists. Call today
on 01277 260204 | 07739 207726 | rjevansroofing@sky.com

CLEANER
SUPREME CLEAN
Over 40yrs exp. Services include: Gutter, soffit and fascia
cleaning. Moss removal. Reach and wash window cleaning.
Carpet cleaning. Call us on 07368 294705 | 07798 637009

ONE FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS
Mortgages, equity release, life insurance, business
protection, investments, pensions, savings, inheritance tax
planning and more. Call Louise Selvage on 07734 776932

COMPUTER REPAIRS

FLOORING

DH COMPUTING
Friendly support direct to your door, all your computer needs,
low rates (no vat), no call out charge, homes/small businesses
covered. 01245 426632 | help@dhcomputing.co.uk

FISHPOOL FLOORING
Carpet & flooring specialists. Carpet, vinyl, laminate, luxury
vinyl tiles, karndean, wood. Leading the way with superior
quality flooring installation in Essex. Call on 07843 493821

DOG GROOMING

WEST ONE WOOD FLOORING
Manufacturing, installation, restoration of antique, reclaimed
and new timber flooring. Unit 3, Blackall Industrial Estate,
Hamberts Road, South Woodham Ferrers, CM3 5UW

THE MODERN DOG
Grooming parlour & dog store. Book online at www.
themoderndog.co.uk/vision or call 07846279753

DRY CLEANING & IRONING SERVICE
PROMENADE DRY CLEANING
Full dry cleaning service. Repairs and full alteration service.
Ironing service. Call 01245 257700. 8 Torquay Road,
Springfield, Chelmsford, CM1 6NF

ELECTRICIAN
WALKERS ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS
Smart homes, Domestic, PAT Testing, CCTV, WIFI, Heating
Control, Alarms, LED Lighting, Outside Power, Lighting, £5M
Public Liability insurance. Call us on 01245 527081
PST GROUP
Domestic/Commercial | Electrical installations | CCTV &
Security | Fault Finding | Outdoor Power/Lighting | EICR
Landlord Compliance | Fully Insured. 01245 527079

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
SECURE HAVEN
Independent Funeral Directors, memorial urns/keepsakes.
Call Cheryl or Paul. 01245 377057 | enquiries@securehaven.
co.uk | No.1 Hospital Approach, Broomfield, CM1 7FA

HEALTH & WELLBEING
JE CARE
Experts in alignment/movement. JE Scan combines science
& technology to seek cause of back, pelvis, leg & foot injuries.
Also offer intensive sports massage. Call us on 01245 527083
SHERWOOD HEALTHCARE
Your local independent healthcare insurance broker. Contact
us today for a free no obligation quote 01277 822 922 /
enquiries@sherwoodhealthcare.co.uk

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE VISION LISTINGS...CALL 01245 527071 TODAY
V66

TRAVEL AGENT

FINANCIAL SERVICES
COVERSURE INSURANCE BRENTWOOD
Property insurance for Landlords & Commercial Insurance
specialists contact us today on 01277 295504 or email
brentwood@coversure.co.uk

ViSIOn ChelmsfordBeaulieu edition3 | to advertise call 01245 527071

£180

+VAT

PHOTOGRAPHY
TALOSI PORTRAITS
Award winning portrait studios. Contact 01245 265830 |
ingrid@talosiphotography.com | www.talosiphotography.
com | 6 Annonay Walk, Chelmsford, CM2 6FL

PLASTERING
SOUTH WOODHAM PLASTERING
All aspects of plastering. Plastering, Rendering, Sprayed
Coloured Render, Silicone/Monocouche. 20 years exp. Fully
insured. Call Tony 07867 305864

SECURITY
S-TYPE SECURITY
Residential security teams/mobile patrols. Close protection,
K9 dog unit, security guarding, event security, key holding,
alarm response, council/commercial security. 01245 931598

SIGNS & GRAPHICS
SIGNS EXPRESS
Vehicle graphics | Indoor/Outdoor signs | Window/wall |
Banners | Exhibition stands/displays | Health & safety signs |
Wayfinding signs. 01245 847766 | 01206 239313

TUTORING
ASPIRE TUTORING ACADEMY
Tutoring for 11+ Examination/Common entrance exams.
Excellent success rate. aspiretutoringacademy.co.uk |
07774 949499 | admin@aspiretutoringacademy.co.uk

TV AERIAL & SATELLITE SERVICES
ANDYS AERIALS
Trading standards approved. Aerial/satellite repairs, tv points,
Tv wall mounting 07916 305977 | andys@andysaerials.com

WINDOW CLEANING
CENTURY 21 SERVICES
Domestic & commercial. Soffits, fascia, gutter cleaning.
driveways & patios pressure washed. Carpet cleaning. Call
us on 01245 474785 | www.c21services.co.uk

WINDOWS & DOORS
WINDOW MAN
Family run over 25 years. Windows, doors, installation,
repairs. Call us today on 01245 527073
CLOUDY 2 CLEAR
Broken or Damaged Windows, Faulty locks, handles,
hinges repaired and replaced. Which? Trusted Trader call us
today on 0800 6121 118

DISCLAIMER: VISION does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any of the advertisements, nor the quality of any
products, information or other materials displayed, purchased or obtained by any customer as a result of an advertisement or any other
information or offer in connection with the service or products. The opinions expressed in articles, reviews and stories are strictly those of the
individual authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of VISION.

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE VISION LISTINGS...CALL 01245 527071 TODAY
ViSIOn ChelmsfordBeaulieu edition3 | to advertise call 01245 527071
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Independent Funeral Home Serving Essex

Direct Cremation
Full Service Cremation
Life Celebration
Natural Burial
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